Choice of renovation.
The client’s request is to “renovate and use a house with memories” and “two parking lots in parallel” and “do not need large windows”. What I was surprised when I surveyed existing buildings was that they were sound buildings despite have not been valued after the amortization period. I was understood meekly that I could use it by renovation. There was a problem related to the footprint of the building that client wanted to secure two parking lots in parallel. I thought that it would be possible to secure a parking lot by cutting the existing building in the middle and rotating one of the ridges 90 degrees for relocation.

Connecting the environment and the body physical.
Privacy issues have been a major issue. It seems that this residential area, which was developed on a small scale in line with the housing needs of the baby boomers, did not take into consideration the cityscape and the privacy with the surrounding houses. The existing building has not been able to effectively take in the external environment. We added “Double Skin” to the 45cm space between the parking lot and the building. “Double Skin” has become a environmental adjustment device for the body feeling. It became a house that opens the senses of the body even though the house is closed.